Love Coffee, Clean Clothes

*Love Coffee* is a human care collaboration between *Laundry Love* and *Cascadia Coffee Roasters*.

Each 12oz bag of *Love Coffee* supports local *Laundry Love* locations that wash the clothes and bedding of low income persons and families. We seek to brighten the lives of thousands of people each month through love, dignity, and detergent.

**Step 1**
Order your case of Love Coffee at: CascadiaRoasters.com/love

**Step 2**
Sell bags of Love Coffee locally

**Step 3**
Use the profits to clean clothes
### Love Coffee, Clean Clothes

- **Gentle Cycle | Light Roast**
  Selected specifically for its vibrant flavors and low acidity, this is a single origin coffee from Honduras.

- **Top Loader | Medium Roast**
  This is a rich Guatemalan blend featuring notes of chocolate and orange peel.

- **The Tumbler | Dark Roast**
  This is a full-bodied, French roasted coffee profiles a bold cup for those who enjoy coffee notes of dark chocolate and toasted oak.

- **Super Wash | Espresso Blend**
  A robust three bean espresso blend that delivers a vibrant yet balanced espresso shots and great with all other brewing methods.

- **The Irony | Decaf**
  A Swiss water processed decaffeinated blend worth drinking in any brewing method.

---

Order At: CascadiaRoasters.com/Love

**Recommended retail price.**
$16-$20 per each 12oz bag of coffee (depending on your area/coffee culture.)